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About Item

1. Sturdy build:The 5 Core high-quality trumpet horn is made of durable Aluminum, designed to
deliver exceptional sound quality and withstand adverse climatic conditions. This trumpet
horn comes equipped with an ear clip for sturdy clamp fitting.

2. Acoustically designed:The trumpet horn features an acoustically designed flask that
ensures proper sound dispersion for maximum sound quality. The flask is made of
high-quality materials guaranteed to stand the test of time.

3. Easy mounting:To make installation a breeze, this trumpet horn comes with a heavy-duty 16
gauge Aluminum stand that is sturdy and easy to install at various locations. The stand is
designed to provide a secure and stable mounting platform for the trumpet horn, ensuring
optimal sound quality and performance.

4. Diverse application:Our trumpet horn features 18 universal tappin' inclusive (T.P.I) in the
flask, allowing for universal mounting with driver horns. This feature ensures that the
trumpet horn is versatile enough to be used in a variety of applications.

5. Weatherproof:The 5 Core trumpet horn is equipped with an aluminum clamp that keeps the
horn stationary in adverse climatic conditions. This ensures the horn remains in place even
in windy or stormy weather, providing reliable and consistent performance.

Product Description

Experience the ultimate high-quality sound with our top-of-the-line trumpet horn.
Crafted from premium-grade Aluminum and designed for maximum durability, this
trumpet horn is the perfect choice for discerning audiophiles who demand nothing but
the best.

Featuring an acoustically designed flask that ensures sound dispersion, this trumpet
horn driver delivers a clear and powerful sound that will impress even the most
discerning listeners. With 18 universal tappings inclusive (T.P.I) in the flask, you can
easily mount it with a wide range of horn driver units.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.



Features

Easy maintenance Easy to install Premium quality Reasonable

To maintain the horn,
you do have to put in
a lot of effort or
resources. Neither
you need professional
expertise. You can
easily take care of
this trumpet horn
without breaking a
sweat.

The weather
resistance feature
makes the
trumpet horn ideal
for outdoor use.
The mounting is
effortless with
different exterior
platforms and
moving platforms
such as trucks,
SUVs, RVs, boats,
etc.

The 5 Core paging
speaker trump hornet
is constructed out of
premium quality
materials such as
Aluminum and iron.
This gives the
trumpet horn a rigid
structure and
maximum strength
and durability for
long-lasting usage.

The Trumpet Horn is
quite budget-friendly.
And we have been able
to do this without
compromising on
quality. The single horn
is designed for people
looking for a loud and
low-cost horn.?˜

Product specification:

● Ear clips- Yes
● Material- Aluminum
● T.P.I- 18 Universal
● 16 gauge aluminum stand.

Package contains:

● 1x Aluminum horn



Usages

Professional sound reinforcement.

Emergency notification system for public areas.

Public address system for arenas, stadiums, and more.

Outdoor entertainment system for large gatherings or parties.

Well suited to be used in public rallies, places of worship & more.

Benefits of products

Easy to maintain and clean.



Exceptional sound enhancement.

Reliable and consistent performance.

Well suited to be used in a wide range of horn drivers.

Effective public address system for stadiums & arenas.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Durable and long-lasting design.

Sturdy and easy-to-install aluminum stand.

Versatile mounting options with universal tapping.

Acoustically designed flask for optimal sound dispersion.

Secure and comfortable ear clip for a perfect fit all the time.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.



The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Weatherproof Yes No

Durable Yes No

Best deal Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.





Q&A

Question:What is the material used for the trumpet horn?

Answer:The trumpet horn is made of high-quality aluminum for durability and
exceptional sound quality.

Question:Can the trumpet horn be mounted with other types of horns?

Answer:Yes, the trumpet horn features 18 universal inclusive (T.P.I) in the flask for
versatile mounting with driver horns.

Question:Is the Aluminum stand included with the trumpet horn?

Answer:Yes, the trumpet horn comes with a heavy-duty 16-gauge Aluminum stand for
easy installation.



Question:Can the horn be used in adverse weather conditions?

Answer:Yes, the trumpet horn features an aluminum clamp that keeps it stationary
even in adverse climatic conditions.

Question:Is the ear clip adjustable?

Answer:Yes, the ear clip is designed to provide a comfortable and secure fit for a wide
range of users.


